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ABSTRACf

Using a case study approach, this thesis describes the listening practices of tirst year

students at a technikon in the Western Cape. The research was conducted over a period of

two years, from 2002 - 2003. Research data are gleaned from an analysis and

interpretation of responses from several ethnographic tools: questionnaires (completed by

lecturers and students), notes on class observations, oral interviews and audio-visual

samples ofstudents' gestures and actions in class. Oral and written lecture recall

assessments are analysed and interpreted with a view to describing students' listening

practices.

Six first year students, whose home languages are Xhosa and Afrikaans, are selected for

research. The impact oftheir listening and learning through the medium ofEnglish is

considered, as well as the influence ofchange in a learning culture, socio-cultural and

socio-economic factors. Their life stories are analysed in depth to consider how factors in

their lives influence their listening in class.

Pairs ofselected students are compared to try to identify the qualities ofeffective listeners.

The impact oflistening on these students' academic performance is examined and the role

ofeducators as facilitators is considered.

It is concluded that both students and staffhave a role to play in improving students'

listening and English proficiency in order to promote academic success.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Foreground

There is generally a need for educational evaluation in South Africa. Looking at

learning practices of tertiary students at entry level, institutions need to go

through a period of intensive transformation which will be an hvaluable

challenge to key participants in the current transition of education, learners,

educators on foundation programmes and other stakeholders.

Gardener and Jewler (1992) note that tertiary students often under-interpret

learning as entailing mainly reading course books and writing copious notes from

lectures; and that lecturing is information-laden, teaeher-oominated and can lead

students into taking a passive role in the classroom. In this regarcl, there is a

significant need to gain new insights, classroom activities and mechanisms for

encouraging active listening in the classroom.

In this study, effective academic listening as a social practice will be viewed. Gee

(1990) perceives listening as both a literacy skiII and a social practice and that its

development is dependent on variables of social, economic, political, and

historical contexts. Gardener and JewIer (1992) also note that listening is a social

practice that can result in increased on-spot-learning and better retention when



developed. They:further state that effective academic listening encourages

improved note-taking strategies in lectures.

Because listening is a natural ability, its development is generally taken tor

granted and it is often poorly developed. Sutcliffe (1993) views listening as an

interpersonal skill that can be developed. There is little or no emphasis on the

teaching oflistening in schools in South Africa, yet listening skills are vital

because they help determine how people relate to others in order to learn 0/an der

Merwe,I991). At tertiary level, where the language ofleaming is often English,

effective listening skills are possibly even more important than at school because

ofthe expectation that tertiary students will be independent learners. Among

students who filii their examinations, deficient listening skills have a stronger

influence on students' achievement than reading or academic aptitude (Wolvin,

1984).

My thesis title refers to listening practices. By this I mean a skill that ha:; been

internalised. When we learn a new skill, it needs to be developed in a supportive

context before it is internalised. For this reason, there is a need to develop first

year students' listening practices in order to empower them academically_ The

term 'academic success' means different things to different people. By 'academic

success' I mean being able to fulfil one's potential in an academic context. It is

through this fulfilment that one can gain a sense ofmastery, accomplishment in

relation to performance standards and academic growth. For some, 'academic
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success' means academic excellence, for others, it may mean personal realisation

ofthe relevance oftheir studies.

1.2 Problem statement

Understanding the impact of listening practices of first year technikon students on

their academic success.

1.3 Rationale

Makoni (2000) points out that entry-level students frequently fail to meet: the

demands ofhigher education because they employ rote learning approaches that

have served them at school but which are inadequate at tertiary level. At school,

learners depend a lot on note-taking and memorisation oftexts while at tertiary

level they are expected to rely on lectures that require intensive listening. If

listening is central to learning, then the rote learning approach does not prepare

students for a tertiary learning environment where they are expected to bo:

independent and critical learners (Feyten, 1991).

Snarski (1995) claims that the rote learning teaching method does not ad,=quately

encourage listening. Learning takes place in a teacher-controlled classrocm where

learners are not encouraged to express themselves on knowledge gained from

listening to a lesson. She mentions that demonstration ofknowledge happens at

the end of the term in the form of tests, examinations or assigmnents. Th= is no
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point where learners are credited or receive recognition or appreciation filr recall

ofpresented lessons.

For many first year students, there is an enormous gap between the way they were

taught in high school and the new experience ofattending long hours ofIectures

(Makoni, 2000). Unfortunately, with South Africa's eleven official languages, it is

impossible to give lectures to all tertiary students in their home language. This

adds another challenge as these students have to listen to lectures delivenrl in the

medium ofEnglish which is often their second, third or even fourth language.

This English may be highly technical and academic, requiring them to listen in a

more critical way to comprehend the content of their subjects of learning (Marais,

1995).

The motivation to do this research emanates from my experience as a student

Aduh Basic Education and Training (ABE1) teacher and a lecturer ofEnglish

Communication teaching at a technikon in the Western Cape.

As a student in 1995, my classmates were extremely motivated to learn and also

proud about doing the ABET course. They showed commitment in their studies

and seemed to be paying attention in class. This could have been becaUse they

were well informed about the course and it was their first choice of tertimy study

as well. In addition, they were mature and had sound practice in different spheres

that were related to the field ofAdult Education, Training and Developm~t
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My experiences and observations as a lecturer regarding students' classroom

conduct and attitudes about the course were different. As a lecturer in 2000, I

often observed that more than halfofthe National Diploma:ABET (ND:ABET)I

class struggled to maintain eye contact with me and even with one another during

Teaching Practice and English Communication Teaching lectures. They were

withdrawn and did not use their oral and aural capabilities.

Concerning the latter, they appeared to have difficulty in listening effectively to

one another during student oral presentations (the purpose ofwhich was to boost

their oral communication skills for the benefit ofevery presenter and listener).

Students generally neglected the importance of listening in class and instead spent

time during the lecture and in their homes attempting to read and comprehend

study manuals.

1.4 Research questions

1.4.1 What is the nature of:first year students' listening practices?

1.42 To what extent are :first year students aware oftheir listening practices?

1.4.3 How can the hindrances to effective listening be overcome by students?

1.4.4 What methods could be used by lecturers to encourage :first year students

to listen effectively so as to improve their chances ofacademic success?
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1.5 Research objectives

.5.1 To understand first year technikon students' listening practices;

1.52 To understand appropriate methods ofimproving students' listening

practices;

1.5.3 To encourage listening in lectures in order-to promote academic success.

1.6 Assumptions

1.6.1 Listening practices during tertiary studies can be observed and described.

1.62 Students' listening practices can be improved ifstudents are actively

involved in a variety ofboth individual and co-operative classroom

activities designed to encourage listening skills.

1.7 Beneficiaries of this research

Findings from this research could be beneficial to the following stakeholders:

• Practitioners and organisations responsible for manic students in terms of

bridging the gap between high school and tertiary level;

• Students in foundation programmes;

• First year students at tertiary level;

• Lecturers of first year students at tertiary institutions, irrespective ofthe

discipline ofstudy;

• Teacher educators;

• Researchers in the field ofeducation (teaching and learning);

• Lecturers ofconteot subjects who use English as medium ofinstruction
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• Students for whom English is a second or even third language.

1.8 A brief overview of tbe cllapters of this tbesis

1.8.1 Delimitation

There are various factors that contribute to promoting academic success. This

study attempts to understand the extent to which effective listening in lectures

impacts on the academic success offirst year technikon students.

The study then analyses and interprets the listening gestures and actions offirst

year technikon students in class in order to describe their listening practices and

relate these to their academic performance.

1.8.2 Overview ofthe chapters

Each chapter is then trying to link: what has been assumed with the reality ofthe

problem.

In Chapter 1 I have given an overview ofthe problem, provided an analysis of

the problem and given the reason for my embarking on this research. I have also

stated my assumptions and considered who could benefit from the research

findings.

Chapter 2 encompasses a literature review in relation to listening as a concept. A

clear distinction is made between hearing and listening and the steps involved in
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the listening process. In addition, factors influencing poor listening and types of

listening styles are explained. This chapter also deals with the importance of

listening training and the benefits ofactive listening. Lastly, I consider the role of

educators in promoting students' effective listening in lectw"es.

The focus of Chapter 3 is the process undertaken regarding data collection. This

includes the ethics ofthe research, steps followed in data gathering, instruments

used in data generation and, mainly, the research paradigm used.

In Chapter 4, I analyse and inteIpret the gathered data. This is where cases of six

first year teehnikon students are related to their conduct in the classroom.

Examples ofaspects covered in the cases are family background, schooling

backgrowlll, socio-cultura1 factors, socio-economic issues, students' scores in

lecture recall assessments, students' gestures and actions in class and their general

academic performance.

The examination ofthese aspects helps to build an understanding ofhow students'

social and other factors influence their listening practices. The general

performance ofthese students is compared, taking into consideration aspects such

as those mentioned above. In this way, the underlying reasons for differences in

their listening levels can be understood. Furthermore, factors which influence

listening levels of the compared students are considered in depth. This chapter

then looks at the views ofstudents and lecturers on ways ofpromoting effective

8



lecture listening.

Chapter 5 encompasses conclusions and recommendations ofthe research.

Conclusions are based on the reasons for and consequences ofpoor listening; and

recommendations are made regarding the improvement of lecture listening. In this

chapter I also discuss the role of the most influential stakeholders ofthis research

which include first year techniIron students, their lecturers and sites ofhigher

leaming, such as technikons.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

A major mode oftertiary education remains the lecture (Benson, 1989).

Academic listening is thus an essential component ofcommunicative competence

in a tertiary setting (Flowerdue, 1997).

When research was done to contrast academic performance ofEnglish native

speakers and English Second Language (ESL) speakers in lectures delivered in

the medium ofEnglish, it was found that students who are second language

speakers are at a disadvantage compared to native speakers (Dunke1 & Davis,

1994). Even though limited English proficiency put second language speakers at

a disadvantage, effective listening is, to a great extent, discouraged by the way

speakers organise and structure their wording (Btnton & Dimbley, 1995). In this

regard, Flowerdue (1997) suggests that lecturers should structure their discourse

so as to guide students. To elaborate, F10werdue (1997) explains how oral input

from a lecture can be made more meaningful. He believes that the use of

signalling cues by a lecturer can promote attention by English second language

students. He stresses that speakers should make use of signalling cues like, "Now

getting back to our main point..." while speaking. This would enable the listener

to understand the interrelated threads ofmeaning in a lecture. Furthermore, the

lecture would be more ofa point-driven method to fucilitating leaming.
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In this study, listening as a social practice is explored. Pedagogic applications are

looked at, particularly the requirements ofeffective listening. In addition, barriers

to effective listening, ways ofpractising active listening and rewards ofeffective

listening are considered.

2.1.1 Gender in pronouns

In the literature review, when referring to the 'listener', the pronoun 'she' is used

rather than using both he/she; and the pronoun 'he' is used when referring to the

speaker. However, in the case studies, gender appropriate pronouns are used.

2.2 Distinction between hearing and listening

Bone (1988) perceives hearing as natural and listening as a capability. Hearing is

the beginning ofthe listening process. Luke and Lynott (1999) also view hearing

to be the first stage of listening. One can passively hear any sound but not

necessarily engage in the listening process which requires both hearing and active

functioning ofthe mind. Bone (1988) further states that hearing is non-selective

and involuntary while one chooses to listen. For instance, while listening, the

mind can actively try to comprehend what key point the speaker is making and

how that relates to one's own previous knowledge.

Burton and Dimbley (1995) make a distinction between hearing and listening by

stating that hearing is a physical process involving the ears only, while listening

11



includes the physical (hearing), emotional (feeling) and the intellectual

(thoughts).

2.2.1 The listening process

Luke and Lynott (1999) define listening as a communication process which needs

to be active in order to be successful. Meaning and evaluation ofa message must

take place before the listener can respond to the speaker. This implies that the

listener is actively working while the speaker is talking.

To listen effectively, we must hear and select information from the speaker, give

it meaning, decide how we feel about it, and respond in a matter ofseconds

(Bone, 1988). This is clearly a challenging task.

Tubbs and Moss (1987) claim that the listening process involves the following

steps:

• Hearing information;

• Paying attention to the information;

• Understanding the message; and

• Remembering the information.

Bone (1988) explains that the steps involved in the listening process occur in this

sequence:

• Hear the message: listen to both verbal and non-verbal infonnation.

12



• InteIJllet the message: aceumte interpretation is a maleh-up ofmeaning

between the speaker and the listener.

• Evaluate the message: the listener's opinion should be based on all available

information; ask questions.

• Respond to the message: effective listening means giving the speaker an

appropriate response, verbally andIor llOn-vetbally.

Guirdham (1995) descn1>es the listening process as involving the following steps:

• Receiving: receiving, getting, or acquiring information.

• Selecting: Iistening selectively e.g. concentrating very hard to select just those

cues needed or wanted.

• Organising: this includes identifYing, registering and analysing information

and assigning meaning to what has been perceived.

• Interpreting: relating the information received, selected and organised to past

experiences or future expectations.

Comparing the three above-mentioned sequencing styles ofthe listening JIIocess

by the different authors, it is clear that there is some overlap. FOl iustance, Bone

(1988) perceives 'interpreting' information as the second phase ofthe listening

process, while Buirdbam, (1995) argues that 'interpreting' information is the last

ofthe four steps ofthe listening process. However, there is undoubtedly a

similarity in that all three authors perceive hearing or receiving information as the

first ofthe four steps of the listening process.
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2.3 Requirements of effective listening

Effective Iistening is an active, integrated communication skill that requires

energy and know-how. It is purposeful, powerful and productive (Bone, 1988). It

takes determination on the part ofthe listener in order to be a productive and

effective listener, whether it be for social or academic purposes. Rewarding

listening requires a series ofskills, namely:

• The ability to concentrate for a long time;

• A desire to understand the speaker's point ofview;

• An ability to read between the lines and grasp what is meant; and

• Emotional and intellectual commitment

(Guirdham,I995).

From the above discussion regarding the listening process and requirements of

effective listening, one may thus say, listening can only be effective and

rewarding ifit is active.

2.4 Barriers to effective listening

There are various factors that lead to poor listening among students and which are

thus detrimental to their learning progress. These entail pedagogical, emotional

and language barriers to effective academic listening:
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Students generally need life skills guidance on personal development and on how

to conduct their lives at tertiary level.

In summary, some students may show a lack ofengagement due to socio

economic problems. Students then do not attend to the meaning ofwhat is said by

the lecturer, or have an inadequate understanding ofthe topic.

Vella (1994) asserts that ifthere is a lack ofstudent engagement, there will be no

true learning. Iflearners are not committed to the learning process, real learning

is impaired.

• Emotional words

According to Rowntree (1990), "hot buttons", "buzz words" or "red flag" words

and Ugreen flag" words can provoke emotional thoughts of listeners in class when

they are used by the speaker:

Hot buttons

These are words, phrases or topics we do not want to talk about, discuss or

hear because they raise certain unpleasant emotional feelings that result in the

listener wanting to tune out.

Buzz words or redflag words
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2.4.3 Language barriers

The presentation ofinformation, how it is received and retained is the essence of

the teaching and learning process. Lecturers should therefore take note oftheir

pace when speaking, intonation and use ofquestions (Cwzon, 1993). This

implies that, in an academic context, inappropriate presentation styles can be a

barrier to proper reception ofthe lecture by the listener.

It is generally accepted that the vocabulary choices available to proficient English

speakers are wide and can be confusing to an ESL student. To create a space for

appropriate listening practices to take place, speakers need to be aware ofthe

language proficiency levels oftheir audiences and the relationships between

speakers and their audiences should be clearly defined (Halliday, 1991). For

instance, when dealing with a class ofnot-quite fluent ESL listeners, lecturers

may need to select their vocabularies by introducing duplicate words or technical

terms sufficiently in order to avoid confusion to ESL students. Also confusing to

ESL students are L 1 speakers' use of idioms or jargon which can be confusing.

2.5 Ways to improve listening practices

In order to improve listening skills, it is vital for the listeners to be aware of their

listening practices. They then need to be determined to improve their own level

of\istening and thus interpret the conveyed message correctly. Luke and Lynott

(1999) suggest the following strategies in order to improve listening skills:
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• Treat listening as a challenging mental task. Listening in an academic lecture

is not a passive act: you need to concentrate on what is said, then you process

information into your notes.

• Maintain eye contact with the instructor.

• Focus on content rather than the speaker's delivery. This means that the

Iistener should develop a positive attitude by ignoring negative things in the

form ofthe speaker's quality ofvoice, eye contact and gestures.

• Avoid distraction Le. don't let your mind be troubled about other things or be

distracted by a person shuffling papers near you.

• Avoid emotional involvement. For instance, don't be over-excited, angry or

anxious about views being expressed.

Guirdham (1995) further points out that the following are ways to improve

Iistening ability:

• Maintain a relaxed posture; but you should be alert.

• Avoid discomfort because it distracts.

• Don't be afraid to interrupt to ask questions when losing the thread of the

message. This can keep you alert and therefore you avoid daydreaming,

especially during long lectures or speeches.

Bone (1988) points out that personal mannerisms and behaviour oflisteners can

distract or confuse the speaker. Among others, he mentions:

• Fidgeting
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• Blinking

• Biting lips

• Frowning deeply

• Playing with hair

• Checking the time

As a result, the speaker may forget what he wants to say next This could then

result in the listener losing the essence of the content ofthe message.

In !,ummary, listeners need to listen empathetically. Empathic listening occurs

when the listener tries to demonstrate empathy for the speaker, shows a

heightened interpersonal sensitivity and willingness not to judge or criticise but

rather accept the person's message (Tubbs & Moss,1987). This implies that the

listener needs to put herselfin the speaker's shoes and vice versa She needs to

think how she would feel ifsomeone practised distracting gestures that convey a

lack ofinterest while she is busy talking. Listeners therefore need to take the

above list ofpossible distractions into cognisance, be aware oftheir listening

practices and then modifY their behaviour.

2.6 Benefits of active listening

• It keeps one on one's toes. One stays active because one is busy asking

mental questions wbiletaIk is in progress (Luke & Lynott, 1998).

• It encourages speakers to say more.
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• It prevents misunderstandings. People have to confirm that they really

understand what another person has said (Newton 1990).

Newton (1990) further says that active listening is essential for academic

purposes. It helps students when they are asking questions in class. Newton

(ibid) also explains that active listening aids in taking notes in an appropriate

fashion as well as in identifying problem areas that deserve further study.

2.7 The importance of listening training

According to Simoncelli (1994), listening actively is not a natural or inborn skill.

It requires thorough practice in order to be effective. Rooth (1996) also points out

that active listening is not natural but an ability that can be developed. The

activities involved in listening training are designed to help one to be more

objective and to ignore negative aspects regarding the speaker's delivery.

Newton (1990) supports this idea of listening training by saying that listening

exercises can be used by instructors in a wide variety ofacademic fields. He

further states that these exercises can help students and instructors improve their

listening skills. Proper listening exercises establish and maintain excellent contact

between the speaker and the listener. They create the opportunity for allleamers to

experience the role ofboth listener and speaker.
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Through effective listening, one gets a more stimulating and meaningful message. In

addition, more than 50"/0 ofthe information heard can be recalled rather than

forgotten (Newton,199O).

Having learnt that listening is an ability that can be harnessed, students need to be

conscientised about the importance ofeffective listening in lectures. They need to

trea1listening as a challenging mental assignment with a view to adding value to

their studies. However, the role oftaking listening seriously in an academic

atmosphere does not only rest with students. Lecturers also have a role to play.

2.8 The role of educators

Vella (1994) stresses that a major role ofeducators is to sustain the energy levels

in a group ofadult learners. He explains that learning takes energy and it also

makes energy. Vella (1994) also suggests that educatorsllecturers should be

aware ofthe energy level of their group and it is their responsibility to keep it

high. He elaborates by saying that energy levels can be high while the group is

listening or otherwise doing some reflective work quietly, as well as when they

are actively involved in more physical work.

Rowntree (1990) mentions that students being taught in English which is not their

first language might often notice that the language genre used in lecture theatres

sounds sophisticated and academic, which then makes them struggle in getting
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meaning from lectures. Lecturers would then assist ESL first year students in

these aspects:

• According to Makoni (2000) students need help in adapting to the transition

between high school and tertiary level so that they can meet the demands of

higher education which include having to listen to academic English.

• Snarski (1995) suggests that students need assistance regarding:

Acquiring correct English through listening to the lecturer repeating

infonnation or rephrasing questions; and

- Drilling regarding vocabulary and grammar. In order to establish

adequate listening skills among students, the principle ofrepetition can

be practised. Repetition is the key to retention and therefore can help

students in acquiring correct English usage.

• In Evans's (l985) view, students need help in the following:

Development offamiliarity with speech behaviour of first language

speakers ofEnglish;

- Development offurniliarity with the language register, conventions and

jargon used in lecture theatres for the different learning areas; and

- Development ofan 'ear' for English.
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Evans (1985) also recommends that workshops could be held on a number of

topiCS, for example, organised grammar and pronunciation, structuring

instIuctions, and on rephrasing questions; or extra English classes could be

offered for support and for non-degreeldiploma purposes.

2.9 ConclWlion

From the above literature review, it is evident that it takes preparedness to listen

and determination on the side ofstudents in order to improve listening. In

addition, active listening is essential ifstudents are to maximise their listening

ability and thus improve their academic performance.

Lecturers too, need to play a role in improving students' listening capability by

being sensitive to students' needs in class. Iftheir delivery is articulate, relevant

to the subject and non-confusing, lecturers can proudly say they are working

towards accountable education.

In the next chapter, the methodology ofthis research·will be discussed.
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CHAPTER3

METHODOLOGY OF THIS RESEARCH

3.1 Research approach

This research used a case study approach which falls within a qualitative

paradigm. Ethnographic methods were used to conduct the research. These terms

will be explained below:

3.1.1 Qualitative paradigm

Bai1e (1990) states that researchers adopting a qualitative perspective are

concerned to understand individual's perceptions ofthe world. They seek insight

rather than statistical analysis: "Qualitative studies have a variety ofnarrative

structures - descriptive analytical interpretations, realistic reporting, abstract

theoretical discussions and rendering ofpersonal accounts.n

My choice ofa qualitative research paradigm enabled me to describe, analyse and

interpret classroom practice, academic documents by students and the naml!ion of

students' experiences.

A qualitative research paradigm is an appropriate choice: adopting a mainly

qualitative perspective implies that I can describe what influences students'

1istening practices, why their listening levels are at the level they are and the

methods applicable to improving their listening practices.
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3.1.2 Case study

According to Baile (1990), a case study approach to research is principally

concerned with the interaction offactors. It is sometimes only by taking a

practical instance that we can obtain a full picture ofthis interaction.

Though observation and interviews are most frequently used in a case study, no

method is excluded. Baile (1990) further endorses Bassey's (1981) view that case

studies should be carried out systematically and critically. Ifthey are aimed at

improvement ofeducation, are relatable and extend boundaries ofexisting

knowledge by publication offindings, then they are valid forms ofeducational

research.

Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2001) define a case study as a study ofan instance

that provides a unique example ofreal people in real situations. This was then of

value to this research because I chose to interact with students and lecturers (real

people) and observe classroom practice at a teehnikon (real situation) in the

Western Cape.

Selection ofcases

The case study focused on a group of first year teehnikon students studying

towards a ND: ABET.
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Among the six students who were selected for case study purposes, four ofthem

were chosen in 2002 while two ofthem were selected in 2003. This means that

even the periods ofclass recordings ofthese two different groups ofstudents were

different.

A random selection ofstudents was made regardless oftheir levels ofacademic

performance, with a view to having a diverse competency group. This implies

that students were not chosen because they were weak, average nor strong, but

were selected indiscriminately. After the narration oftheir social experiences,

comparisons were made in trying to explain the students' strengths and

difficulties in Jistening effectively. This then helped in descnoing individual

student's listening practices and in understanding relevant methods applicable in

improving students' listening practices.

All ofthe students were learning through the medium ofEnglish, their second

language. They were Xhosa and Afrikaans mother-tongue speakers from

previously disadvantaged so-eaIIed 'Black' and 'Coloured' commwrities. They

studied matric in public schools.

Explanation ofterms

The terms 'Black' and 'Coloured' are not used to discriminate nor are any racist

connotations attached. They are used to show precisely the blend ofstudents, as

well as the cultural and social backgrounds ofstudents involved in this research.
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3.1.3 Ethnographic research

Kaschula and Anthonissen (2001) define ethnography as a study oflife and

culture ofa society, especially by personal observation. Ethnography is a method

ofviewing the instances being studied from an ethnographic perspective. Cohen,

Manion and MOIrison (2001) state that ethnography features description,

understanding and explanation ofa specific situation. They further explain that it

is characterised by portrayal ofevents in the subject's terms. We can thus say that

ethnography refers to the study ofhuman living patterns which include their

language, food type, moral rules, values, rituals, etc. This incorporates

observations regarding the behaviour ofpeople within a specific context.

3.2 Research design

This is an educational enquiry into first year students' listening practices. The

research process has been formulated through an intensive study ofliterature

related to the concept oflistening and the needs ofESL speakers in order to

develop a sound theoretical framewOIk on listening.

Another phase ofthis design is data c{)l1ection from classroom contexts and from

student narratives which form part ofempirical research. The classroom research

was done through observation of first year technikon students' listening practices

in language, content and practical subjects. During observation ofclassroom

practice, stimulated recall sessions were used. This was where a non-participant

observer method fits in.
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The motive fur following a non-participant observer approach to class observation

was that I wanted to try and prevent students from being agitated by my presence

which might cause fake behaviour and practices in class. Being a non-participant

observer aided in my getting a clear pictw'e ofthe classroom situation without

students faking their practices to impress me.

Videotapes ofsome ofthe observed language, content and practical sul!ject

classes were taken. To triangulate classroom research, questionnaires were given

to all first year students. Then a follow-up on these completed questionnaires was

done in the form oforganised interviews held with selected (six) students to

narrate their experiences.

Oral probing took place in Xhosa for the home language speakers ofthe language

with a view to encouraging a relaxed atmosphere and thus a flow of responses

when these students were narrating their experiences. This was done in the hope

offinding out how students' current listening experiences are affected by their

past life experiences.

Views of lecturers were gained through completion ofquestionnaires and later

oral interviews in order to be able to probe responses from questionnaires.

3.3 Data collection method.!

Sources ofdata were:
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• Audio-tapes recorded in lecture theatres.

• Videotapes showing student practices in class and the results oftheir recall

assessments in lectures.

• Tmnscripts ofstudents' oral lecture recall assessments.

• Responses to questionnaires by first year teebnikon students.

• Responses to questionnaires by technikon lecturers.

• Individual and group interviews with selected students.

• Individual interviews with technikon lecturers.

• Written observations.

• Documents in the form ofstudents' cue 'yes/no' one-word answer written

assessments done immediate:Iyafter the lecture; a few samples ofresponses to

questionnaires; and answers to open-ended questions designed to check recall

ofa lecture.

3.4 Data analysis methods

Ethnographic tools such as questionnaires, videotapes, students' docwnents and

tmnscriptions from class observation were analysed in depth. Even though the

research was mainly ofa qualitative nature, a quantitative approach could not be

completely ignored: however, the latter was used to a limited extent only.

Quantitative data included analysis ofstudents' scores on performance from class

recall assessments.
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Critical analysis ofdata was substantiated with reference to literature reviewed

and reflection on findings was done through the lens ofthe theoretical framework.

FIndings from this research were validated by adopting a triangulation method.

Triangulation refers to finding ways ofgetting alternative and divergent

viewpoints on research findings (Winberg, 1997). She further explains that

triangulation enables the researcher to check his or her findings against the

perceptions ofothers. In other words, it involves checking consistency ofthe

interpretation ofdata. Such a variety ofviewpoints improves the validity ofthe

analysis.

Cohen, Manien and Morrison (2001) share the same lens as Winberg (1997).

According to them, triangulation in the social sciences attempts to map out or

explain more fully the object ofstudy by examining it from more than one

standpoint. It is a powerful way ofdemonstrating concurrent validity, particularly

in qualitative research.

3.5 Ethics of research

Pennission was obtained from the Department ofEducation within the Science

Faculty with regards to undertaking the research in the department (see Appendix

A). Consent was obtained from participating students pertaining to the use ofreal

names. However, I decided to use pseudonyms for all the participating students.
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Students and lecturers who were actively involved in this research were given an

opportunity to view the research report and comment on the findings before these

were passed on to external readers.

In the next chapter, I will descn"be and analyse the findings ofmy research.
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CHAPTER 4

STUDENTS' LISTENING PRACTICES IN LECTURES:

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction

There are various reasons why students in one class perform differently

academically. As discussed in the literature, Burley-Allen (1982) views effective

listening as one ofthe possible contributors to improved academic perfoIIIIaIlce.

Thus it is vital to describe and analyse students' actions in class, including their

listening practices, in order to be able to understand the likely meaning ofsuch

practices.

In this chapter, I discuss the cases ofsix first year technikon students. In the

discussion. pseudonyms were given to the students with a view to protecting their

identities. Four ofthese students were interviewed in 2002 and their cases

followed up in 2003, while two were first years in the ABET Unit in 2003

Responses to questionnaires from 60 students and nine lecturers were analysed

(see Appendices Dl & FI). In addition to these questionnaires, responses to

interviews by six selected students and nine lecturers were also analysed (see

Appendix F2). Further analysis and discussion was based on written observations

during lectures, videotaped lectures, and students' written and oral lecture recall

assessments.
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4.2 Case studies of six selected students

Names of2002 first year technikon students participating in the cases are:

Asanda, Yanga, Andrew and Mongezi while names of2oo3 first year technikon

students participating in the cases are: Nonkululo and Sandiso.

CaseI

Yanga is a registered 2002 ABET student, repeating his first year in 2003. His

first language is Xhosa and he comes from a family with limited education.

Yanga was born in Alice, a nrraI area in the Eastern Cape where he started and

completed his schooling. He was never exposed to an urban environment nor to

an English speaking community until he got to a technikon in the Western Cape

where he is currently registered.

When he got to this tecbnikon, he experienced a new atmosphere with students

from other parts ofthe country. The lectures were delivered in English by

1ectw'eI's with different accents who are non-Xhosa speakers. He was distracted

by seeing stylishly dressed girls and all these new experiences impacted on the

way he listened in class. His mind was busy trying to adapt to his new life in the

Western Cape. In addition, he was faced with a problem ofaccommodation

which made him homesick. He did not enjoy squatting in Khayelitsha, especially

during the first semester ofhis study. His accommodation problem was
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eventually resolved when he got a loan which enabled him to get access to a

campus hostel.

He is a person who likes to please his parents, for example, he seriously considers

their wishes and opinions: "I listen to my family well because I don't want to

make them angry. I try to do everything they tell me." However, he did not take

listening in class seriously, perhaps because listening skills were never taught at

school and that he never failed during his schooling. By contrast, Iistening skills

are vital at a tertiary learning environment where students are expected to be

analytical learners (Makoni, 2000). Yanga then failed quite a number ofsubjects

in his first year at tertiary level due to neglecting the importance of listening in

class. This confirms Makoni's (2000) view that, for many students, there is an

enormous gap between the way they learnt in high school and the new experience

ofattending lectures. It seems as ifYanga's early pattern of taking listening in

class for granted did not work for him at tertiary level and that using a rote

learning approach has negatively impacted on the level ofhis academic

achievement at the technikon. Feyten (1991) also stresses that rote learning

approaches that often serve many students at school are not adequate at tertiary

level where intensive listening is required. In fact, Snarski (1995) asserts that rote

learning does not encourage effective classroom listening.

Fwthetmore, Yanga's written work and the lecture recall assessments in short

essay form show the difficulty that he had in trying to express himself in English
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(see Appendix B). His limited English proficiency then put him at a disadvantage

compared to his classmates who were more proficient in English.

One identified gap between the way Yanga was taught in high school and at

tertiary level is that all ofhis teachers throughout his schooling were speakers of

his home language. All the content subjects were taught in Xhosa but translations

were done and class notes were given in English. Prescribed textbooks were also

printed in English.

Yanga's prior learning environment was one where teachers were shown great

respect. This was one other transition that he was busy trying to adapt to as, in his

prior learning environment, a learner was either too scared to ask a question in

class or he or she feared that others were going to perceive him as someone who

wants to "shine".

At first he thought that the reason why he failed in his first year was that most of

the subjects such as Teaching Practice, Technology, Computer Literacy, Adult

Education and Economic and Management Sciences (EMS) were new to him.

Later he realised that the gap between high school and tertiary level lay in

different teaching and leaming practices. This made him start paying serious

attention in class and he became bold enough to ask when confused or when he

did not understand.
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He took the step ofjoining a study group and he realised that this was an

important part and means ofleaming. This step included listening, analysing and

questioning what group members said when they were doing a group assignment.

He now realises how listening can contribute to his academic success.

He says he enjoys Social Science because the lecturer gives many clear examples

which give him a better understanding ofthe content ofthe subject. He says that

the subject he enjoys least is Technology because they changed lecturers for this

subject thrice in one semester. Another reason for not enjoying this subject is that

the current lecturer has been asking the students to do the same task for many

consecutive lectures which made him suspect that the lecturer either had an

inadequate undemanding of the content ofthe subject he was teaching or else he

came to class unprepared. Yanga is currently a determined lecture listener and

his academic performance has started to improve. In spite ofthis, being less

proficient in English still has a hindering effect on the effectiveness ofhis

listening practice. He believes that his academic performance could be even

better ifhe was more proficient in English.

Even though he is determined to listen effectively to lectures, he feels that

lecturers should examine the way they present their lectures. His suggestion

corresponds with what Vella (1994) points out: that educators should raise and

sustain energy levels in class in order to keep students' attention and thus

encourage active listening by students.
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Yanga is currently bored with one ofthe classes because they frequently changed

lecturers - students have had three lecturers in one semester. Furthermore, the

new lecturer has been repeating the same content in class over and over again.

Students have been drawing boxes for an unreasonable number oflectures. One

lecture period was spent drawing a box for jewellery; in the next lecture period it

was a stationery box and in the next, a fruit box, and so on. It seems as ifthis

unnecessary repetition of lecture content made Yanga lose interest in the lecture

and thus negatively influenced his listening to this lecture.

As Rowntree (1990) suggests, appointing incompetent staffor press-ganging

lecturers to teach subjects in which they are not competent impacts negatively on

the students' interest in, and attitude to, listening in class because they have

already perceived that the lecturer is incompetent or not well prepared for the

class.

In summary, in Yanga' case, improving his listening practices has impacted

positively on his academic success; however, Yanga needs help in developing his

English oral and aural skills.

ease 2

Asanda is a female student who registered for ND:ABET in 2002 at a technikon

in the Western Cape. Before coming to study at this technikon, she studied at a

teacher training college in Worcester but failed in 2001 She then did a course at
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the technikon on teacher education for adults and fuiled in 2002. At the time of

this study, she was repeating first year in a different sphere ofteacher education

called BEDGEN (Bachelor ofEducation: General) at the same teehnikon.

Asanda claims that she listens well at home when conversing with her sisters

because she is interested in their views. She sometimes gets bored listening to

friends ifthe topic does not interest her or else they repeat something they have

said before. In class, she gets bored when the topic does not interest her. Then

she starts to play with a pen or make some little drawings on her note book which

are irrelevant to what is being said in class. This implies that her concentration

gradually lapses.

She says that she likes the 5 - 10 minute intervals between long lectures so that

she can stretch her legs. This is probably because students need a break from

listening, with diverse classroom activities that ensure their active participation,

unlike in most schools where learners sit passively in class for unreasonably long

periods, only relying on rote learning teaching methods ofchalk and talk.

Boughey (1993) points out that rote learning ways of teaching are synonymous

with student passivity and in such situations, there is little room for learners to

develop the skills necessary to construct their own knowledge.

The subject that Asanda enjoys most is Social Science Teaching as it deals with

issues that are relevant and directly affect society. The subject that she enjoys
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least is Technology. She confirmed what Yanga mentioned - that the way it was

taught was not interesting: "I am tired ofdrawing boxes! We've been doing the

same thing over and over again. As a result if I go to class and the same class task

is given to us, I just march out ofthe lecture room. This unnecessary repetition

encourages me to bunk Technology classes!" exclaims Asanda. It seems that

changes are needed to ensure that the appointed staffdo theirjobs professionally.

Although I have observed Asanda to be an extremely inattentive listener, she

views herselfto be an average listener in class. She spends a lot oftime reading

the course books. According to Feyten (1991), listening is central to learning and

therefore reading course books alone is not enough. Asanda, perhaps because she

took listening for granted, consequently failed the ABET course in 2002. This

confirms what Wolvin (1984) says regarding listening and academic achievement.

He asserts that among students who fail examinations, deficient listening practices

have a stronger influence on students' achievement than reading.

Asanda then left the ABET course for the BEDGEN (Bachelor of Education:

General) and she is now repeating first year. She claims Gust as Yanga first

thought) that the reason why she failed was that all the subjects were new to her

except for Numeracy Teaching and the languages.

While Asanda clearly needs to become a better listener, I have observed that even

though students might not be as committed to their studies as they ought to be,
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they are good at noting lecturers who are not doing their work well. In this

regard, it is worth recalling Deming's (1991) remarks that, when students fail, the

educators and the tertiary institutions that employ them, should also be held

responsible.

Case 3

Andrew is a 22 year old male student who was born and bred in a "Coloured"

township in Cape Town. His home language is Afrikaans. He started schooling

at the age offive in an Afrikaans class at a primary school in Belhar. During his

schooling years, his parents were supportive and encouraged him to do school

work daily. He participated in other extra-eurricu1ar activities, e.g. scholar-patrol.

Andrew completed secondary education at a high school in Belhar. When he

changed from primary to high school, he had to walk quite a distance from home

and this is when he met undesirable friends. He tried to fit in with them by

adopting their bad habits like smoking, taking alcohol and missing classes. The

latter meant that he had missed the opportunity of listening to the lessons in class.

He then failed major tests during the course of the learning period. Failing led

him to frustration as it was his ambition to pass matric at the end of the year. He

then decided to cut down on the time he spent with his friends. He also realised

the pain he had caused his parents and told himself that he had to change his

behaviour and stop missing classes. He then started to progress and his

performance improved gradually. He put great effort into his studies and he
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passed matric, despite the fact that he was depressed during exam time due to the

loss ofa classmate in a gang fight.

After matric, Andrew found a job where he worked for four years. This is where

he gained a lot ofexperience in speaking English In 2002 he registered at a

technikon in the Western Cape as an ABET student.

What inspired him to listen to lectures at tertiary level is that, after the experience

offailing classes at high school, he found it imperative to attend lectures regularly

and listen to what the educators say. He said that students who do not take

listening in class seriously are depriving themselves ofthe opportunity to learn

He further said that students need to remember that they pay tuition fees to

receive information in lectures and ifthey do not listen effectively, they waste not

only the lecturer's time but their own time and money. He adds that ifstudents

listened in class, they would see a significant improvement in their academic

performance. He believes that students should give lecturers the necessary

respect they deserve. They need to choose to be self-ilisciplined learners and then

things will run more smoothly.

Andrew has a strong command ofthe English language which he acquired during

the four year period ofwork experience. He also tries to speak as much English

as possible, for example, with friends and relatives.
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In the lecture recall assessments done in April 2002 in an Economic and

Management Sciences (EMS) class, Andrew performed well compared to the rest

ofthe class. He obtained 100% in the written one-word answer assessment and

800!o in the oral open-ended type ofassessment (see Appendices B and C).

Andrew likes to occupy the front seat because he does not want to be distracted

by seeing other people in front ofhim while the lectorer is talking He sits upright

and nods when the lectorer speaks. He shows respect to the lecturer and an

interest in what is being said. His listening practices link with Guirdham's (1995)

views pertaining to what rewarding listening requires. Guirdham (1995) notes

that rewarding listening ought to entail the ability to concentrate ( paying attention

for a long time), a determination to understand the speaker's point ofview and

emotional and intellectual commitment. He further points out that listeners can

improve their listening capability by maintaining a relaxed posture whilst being

alert, and by asking questions when getting confused, especially during long

lectures or speeches.

Comparing Andrew with Asanda (case 2), one notices a vast difference in their

classroom conduct. Asanda occupies the middle seat whether in a small or large

classes. She arrives late for classes, waves and smiles at friends, looks around

frequently (as does Mongezi, CilSe 5) and sometimes lies on top ofthe desk,

showing no respect for, nor interest in, what the lecturer is saying in class (see
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videotape I: English class). She has constantly shown a lack ofcommitment in

the subjects taught in class.

As Tubbs and Moss (1987) suggest, the learner should put herself in the shoes of

the speaker by showing an interest in what is said. Andrew is an example ofan

empathic listener. He is quick to follow instructions given by the lecturer.

He is co-operative, participates actively in class and takes the lead in groups. He

even sacrifices his spare time to help other students like Yanga and Mongezi who

at that time seemed to be struggling with some of their studies.

In conclusion, Andrew is not faced with serious social problems and has adequate

fiunily support with his studies. It is also clear that he is an active lecture listener

who is proficient in English which is the medium ofinstruction, and as a result,

his academic performance is above average.

Case 4

Mongezi is a 24 year-old male student at a technikon in the Western Cape. His

home language is Xhosa He was born and bred in a ruraI environment before his

fiunily came to stay in Delft in the Western Cape. He matriculated in 2000. He

has had limited exposure to the English language and therefore needs help with

developing his English He first registered at this teehnikon in 2001 but

unfortunately failed first year dismally, except for Xhosa and Teaching Practice.

He had to repeat his first year in 2002.
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At high school, Mongezi was very weak in Biology, Geography and English,

average in History and Biblical Studies and excellent in Xhosa. He says he

struggled in the above-mentioned su.Qiects because they were taught by the so

called "Coloured" teachers which made it difficult for him to interpret

information delivered in class due to lmfAmiliar speech patterns of these teachers

which included pronunciation, accent and pace.

He says that the reason why his performance was satisfactory in Biblical Studies

and History was that these subjects were taught by teachers with whom he shared

the same home language, namely Xhosa speakers. Even though the notes and

textbooks were in English, he bad the advantage of getting them translated into

Xhosa. This confirms what Dunkel and Davis (1994) say regarding contrasting

the academic performance ofESL learners with that of(Ll) learners. He notes

that Lt students are at an advantage over ESL students in learning environments

where English is used as the only medium ofinstruction.

At tertiary level. Mongezi proved to be a dedicated and hardworking student who

attended classes regularly. When I observed him in an Adult Education class,

noticed that his listening practices were not satisfactory. In a revision lecture

where students were working in groups. each group leader had to present a

~llmmary of the information that each group was to offer in preparation for the

final assessment. The group tasks included topics like National Qualifications
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Framework (NQF), Outcomes-based Education (OBE) and the learning cycle.

The lecturer supervised their presentations and gave input where necessary.

When Mongezi's turn came to present on behalfofhis group, he stepped in front

and began his presentation. He was eager to talk; however, what he was saying

about the phases ofthe learning cycle continually showed a misunderstanding of

what his group had said. Eventually, Andrew, a fellow student, having listened to

the lecturer's explanation ofthe content, explained it to Mongezi, who seemed to

understand Andrew better than he understood the lecturer. This gave the

impression that students ofthe same age group may understand each other better

pe.rhaps because they are ofthe same status level. They therefore have no fear of

superiority and are not threatened by the status of the fellow student In addition,

they are comfortable listening to each other because they have a special way of

communicating, using the language oftheir level which makes communication

simple to both the speaker and the listener. From this it seems that lecturers need

to be sensitive to students who struggle to listen in class and they should select

students like Andrew to act as tutors. They could be remunerated at the student

rate for coaching services. However, while this is a good idea, it needs the

approval ofthe institution.

In an Economic and Management Sciences (EMS) class, where the lecturer was

writing copious notes using full sentences which some students copied, I have

observed Mongezi to be very passive, with his chin resting on his palm. This was
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in contrast to his energy and confident bearing in the previously observed class

where he was working with groups.

When I assessed his recall for the lecture in this class, using a worksheet designed

to stimulate recall, he scored 55% which was the lowest IDaIk ofthe 9 students

(see Appendix B). think most students scored high marks because ofthe nature

ofthe questions. They were cue questions needing only one-word answers or

short definitions. Another reason could be the fact that questions were based on a

revision lecture.

During the next lecture, Mongezi presented an oral lecture recall assessment, with

questions that were designed to elicit elaborate answers. He scored 15% which

was better than the scores ofsome ofhis classmates but was obviously still very

low. The mode for the scores in this assessment was 5% which implies that most

students cope better with cue questions designed to give one-word answers than

with essay-type questions.

After his mother died in the year ofhis first registration at the technikon, Mongezi

experienced severe financial constraints as his mother has been the sole bread

winner. He then had to walk a long distance from his home in Delft to the

technikon and back due to a lack oftaxi or train fare.
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Although his mother's death worried and disturbed him, and he was struggling

financially, he made a decision to persevere and not drop out. I was fortunste to

observe him in class several times. found him to be a respectful student, willing

to participate in class activities and arriving on time for lectures. Despite all these

good characteristics and his dedication to his studies, he struggled to say even a

single English sentence in a correct grammatical form. In addition, I found out

that in class presentations he repeated the words ofa book word-far-word and

sometimes struggled to pronounce other memorised words. This shows that

memorising words from a book did not help him put a message across correctly.

PerlJaps this is because it is difficult to understand someone who uses words that

hold no meaning for them. It is poss1ole that memorising texts is a learning skill

that he used successfully at school but which is not adequate at tertiary level

where he is expected to analyse information and read or listen with understanding.

Feyten (1991), Snarski (1995) and Makoni (2000), all note that the rote learning

approach followed at many schools does not prepare students adequately for a

tertiary learning environment where they are expected to be independent and

criticalleamers.

In conclusion, Mongezi is a hard working student that seriously needs help in

developing his English communication skills. Even though he tries hard to listen

in class, his limited proficiency in ESL prevents him from listening effectively.
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CaseS

Sandiso was born in 1964 in Bizane, a small rural area near Umtata in the fanner

Transkei. His father died many years ago and his mother lives on a pension grant

He is the second born oftbree. His elder brother is unemployed and his younger

sister died ofan HIV Aids-related illness. When he made a decision to study

further, there was no one to back him from his family; however, he left the

Eastern Cape rural area for the Western Cape.

When he first came to Cape Town this year (2003), he first applied to read a BA

(English) at a university but unfortunately had to look for accommodation

somewhere else as he did not meet their admission requirements. He struggled

with accommodation until he found a place in an informal settlement in Sarnora

Machel, Philippi. Sandiso then opted to apply to study at a technikon in the
.

Western Cape and he was accepted.

He forfeited a chance to obtain a bursary from a special fund. The reason he was

nnned down is that the interview panel asked him to comment on the course he

intended doing and he struggled to explain this as he had not received prior

explanation or guidance about the ABET course. He also could not understand

some ofthe questions that were posed by the people vmo were interviewing him.

He then asked for a translator and one person from the panel said that this was not

possible.
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He is currently paying his fees in instalments from a disability grant that he eams

from the Government He also gets meals and travel allowance from this money.

He applied for a single room after being placed in a double room that he had to

share with a much younger student. He has recently been allocated a single room

as he emphasised his need for privacy.

He attends lectures regularly. I have observed him to be trying very hard to

succeed academically but it seems to be in vain. He encountered problems

working with groups in class and he mentioned that he became irritated by his

classmates' childish class conduct.

Sandiso often looks blankly around the classroom while the lecturer is busy

talking or giving instructions. Instead of taking down notes while listening, he

prefers to copy the notes that the student sitting next to him has written in her

notebook. This is evident in videotape 3 which was taken in an English class in

July 2003. He is seated in the first row in the lecture hall (next to a female

student). He :frequently changes seats in class and generally does not have a

regular seat.

A written lecture reca1l assessment in an English class was used to check effective

listening ofthe lecture and Sandiso scored 25% (see Appendix D2 and Figure 4.2

for further reference).
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It is a concern that Sandiso intends to leave the ABET course and change to

Business Administration while his performance is extremely weak in Computer

Literacy and in English for which he scored 7% in the June exam. In fact, he did

not pass even a single assessment in either of these subjects which are major

requirements for the course he intends studying next year.

Quite smprisingIy, he still displays a strong zeal to learn despite the hardships

and the low marks that he scored in the mid-year assessments. He is maintaining .

good attendance, doing his academic assignments and meeting deadlines for

submission.

He goes to the h"brary in search ofinformation but that alone does not make him

pass his assignments. found out that, in most cases, he has failed assignments

due to misunderstandin the instructions given by the lecturer. For this reason, 1

believe that there is a strong need for him to capture oral information delivered in

the lecture. It is possible that he struggles to a lesser extent with understanding

written work as he has time to use a dictionary while reading, unlike in the case of

listening which requires instant and rapid mental activity.

Sandiso's limited English proficiency causes him to struggle academically.

have viewed the responses to the questionnaire that I gave him and other first

year students in his class. Most ofhis responses are not linked to what is being

asked. I have also noticed that he mentioned his need to improve English
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communication skills in order to improve his capability to listen to lectures. His

looking around in class and copying down notes from students reveals a lack of

confidence in understanding what is being said by the lecturer. He perhaps thinks

that his classmate understands better than he, hence he opts to copy his

classmatffl' notes.

Later in the second semester, I learned that he needs to pass at least five subjects

in order to retain ownership ofhis single room, because academic progress is

looked at before a room is re-allocated to a student in the next study period.

Furthermore, passing these five subjects will guarantee him permission to get a

transfer to the course he wants to change to in 2004.

In conclusion, Sandiso appears to be a hard-working student who displays

connnitment and enthusiasm in his studies but all of these fine qualities do not

make him succeed in his assignments and in the major assessments. This

frustrates him.

Deductions from the above information are that Sandiso lacks effective listening

skills to supplement all other learning efforts like reading textbooks and searching

for information in the library. However, even ifhis listening skills were effective,

Sandiso strongly needs to improve his general English proficiency in order to be

able to listen effectively and improve academically.
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Case 6

Nonku1ulo is a 22 year old female student whose mother-tongue is Xhosa. She

comes from a large middle-class family and her mother and father are the bread

winners ofthe family.

Despite the fact that her parents missed the opportunity to upgrade their studies

beyond Grade 10 which was then known as J.C level, they have made strides to

generate income to maintain the family.

Nonkululo comes from a family background where discipline was taught and

emphasised to the children. With such a background, Nonku1ulo has learnt to

respect not only her family members but colleagues and friends as well. Listening

to others is a practice that she learned at home which has automatically been

transferred to a classroom situation. Her home culture has taught her to manage

herself; cope with a variety ofpressures and to meet deadlines.

She attended a "Model cn school. At first, it was difficult for her to cope with the

transition ofmingling with English speakers and Xhosa speakers as she was

already 10 years old when she started Grade I at this school. In Grade 8, she

enrolled for English (EFL). Since then, she has been speaking English with

friends and at home most ofthe time. She is now more competent in English than

in Xhosa. She matriculated at Rusrenberg Girls' High &:0001 in Rondebosch.
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She compliments the staffofthe school and she says she would like to take her

children there.

At the technikon, she views herselfas being a step ahead in the English class as

she says that the things that are taught there she learnt in primary school. She

feels that she made the wrong decision to do the ABET course because ofthe

discouragement that she receives from her classmates. She does not enjoy

worlcing with students who do not show commitment in their studies and this

makes group activities less challenging for her in class. Another point that adds

to her discouragement is that most ofher classmates intend to change the course

next year, e.g. to Business Administration and BEDGEN. She plans to change to

Graphic Design next year at the same institution: "Really, something is lacking

somewhere! Most ofmy c1as<mlates do not cope and think ofchanging to

Bachelor ofEducation: General (BEDGEN) in 2004," comments Nonkululo.

What she has observed is that most ofthe students do not demonstrate the

learning skills that they ought to have and that their energy levels in class are not

as high as they are supposed to be. They feel more comfortable speaking,

listening, understanding and thus participating in the classes ofthe two Xhosa

speaking lecturers. They feel insecW'e with the rest ofthe lecturing staffas they

are strictly English speaking.

Nonkululo scored 100"/0 on a 1ectW'e recall assessment written on 29 July 2003 in

an English class. She values the importance of listening in 1ectW'es. She believes
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that students should listen empathetically. She comments: "We as humans, have

to listen to others as we would want them to listen to us." Tubbs and Moss (1987)

suggest that lk'teners should try and demonstrate empathy for the speaker, show

interpersonal sensitivity and willingness not to judge or criticise but rather accept

the person's message. He adds that the listener needs to show an interest in the

speaker by putting herselfin the speaker's shoes and vice-versa

Even though Nonkululo has a series ofsocial problems, she does not let these

interfere with her dedication in class. She is vibrant, involved in social activities,

(e.g. she plays soccer), possesses a positive attitnde and has ambitious dreams.

4.3 Comparison between first year stndents' listening practices

In this section, some pairs ofstudents are compared to highlight critical factors

affecting listening. Through the comparisons, I shall attempt to highlight factors

that contribute to successful academic achievement. I shall consider differences

between an effective and an ineffective listener as well as similarities between

effective listeners.



4.3.1 Differences in the listening practices offirst year stndents

When observing Asanda to Andrew, I compared their listening practices by

observing their gestures and actions in class. When I observed Asanda in several

lectures, I found that she did the following (see Appendix E):

• constantly checked time on her wrist watch;

• yawned;

• rested her head on her hand;

• stretched her anns straight while her mouth was wide open;

• fidgeted, then stretched her anns and leaned against the back ofthe chair;

• looked blank, i.e. her facial expression suggested she was not listening;

• copied notes from the board;

• looked around the class room frequently (see videotape I in an English class);

• waved and smiled at friends in class, especially when in bigger groups;

• bent, hunching over, with her upperbody flat on the desk and with her chin

pillowed on her hand;

• put her elbow on the desk and her hand on her chin;

• slept on the desk;

• pulled her artificial hair extension;

• played with her earrings;

• bit her thmnbs; and

• 'doodled' - wrote graphics in a playful manner.
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In one instance (02 September 2002), she was selected by her lecturer to answer a

question on something that had been clearly explained to the class more than

once. She could not give the correct answer to the question. To explain further,

her lecturer gave her a second example, and it was only then that she got the

answer right.

I have also observed her to be less active in class compared to Andrew.

I observed that Andrew did the following in class:

• sat upright;

• nodded at the lecturer he while was talking;

• rarely asked questions in class;

• responded to the questions posed by the lecturer and gave correct answers to

the questions;

• showed an interest in what fellow students were saying and even commented

when appropriate;

• showed a willingness to participate (and he was, in fact, an active participant

in class);

• occupied the front seat in bigger groups and, ifseated in a semi-circle with

smaller groups, he occupied the first side seat so that he could have an

undisturbed view ofthe lecturer and the board.

By comparing Asanda to Andrew, it is clear that Asanda lacks commitment in

class and that seriously affects the way she listens to lectures.
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Another difference between the two students is that, Asanda studied ABET in

2002 and left the course at the end of2002. She is currently a first year BEDGEN

student in the same Departmeot ofTeacher Education. By contrast, Andrew

registered for ABET in 2002 and continued with the ABET course. He is

cum:ntly doing his second year in the ABET course, and talks fondly about it and

how he is going to make a contribution to social transformation. To prove this, he

is already doing volunteeT work in this field.

When one compares Sandiso to Nonkululo, there is a vast contrast in their

schooling history, social background and academic performance. In the June

exam, Nonkululo passed with distinction and Sandiso failed dismally. For

instance, he obtained 7% in the English Communication Teaching exam which is

a very low mark. In an English lectore recall assessment, Nonkululo scored 100%

and Sandiso scored 25% (see Table 1). Comparing Nonkululo and Sandiso's

responses to the same questionnaire, one notices a significant difference in terms

ofthe standard ofresponse to the questions and understanding shown.

Table 1 displays the contrast in lectore recall capabilities ofa pair ofstudents

(Nonkululo and Sandiso), who attended the same lectore at the same time.

Questions were designed based only on information that was said in class by both

the lecturer and some groups of studeots as students were later required to do oral

presentations Pased on group activities (refer to Appendix ))2).



Table 1:

Lecture Recall Assessment: Language - English class

Name ofstudent Percentage (%) score

Nonkululo 100

Sandiso 25

4.3.2 Similar trends arising from academic issues related to selected

students and their classmates

Nonkululo and Andrew are both academically successful students.

When comparing the two of them. there are some similarities worth

noting. They both:

• are self-disciplined;

• practice empathic listening in class in the sense that they show an

interest in what is being said and show respect for the lecturer;

• attach value to listening as a means oflearning;

• participate actively in class;

• have achieved high marks in assignments and mid-year exams;
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• have family support in whatever positive activities they are engaged

in, e.g. their studies and extra-mural activities. Their parents have

constantly shown a genuine interest in their academic performance;

• do not have accommodation nor financial problems;

• do not have problems in expressing themselves in English (they are

proficient English speakers); and

• are engaged in extra-mural activities, e.g. playing soccer and church

youth involvement;

All the above similarities are points that are vital in enabling students to achieve

high marks. Adopting Andrew and Nonkululo's listening practices can vitalise

other students' dedication and concentration on their studies and can also

encourage them to be effective lecture listeners.

In addition to these findings, the views ofother students and technikon lecturers

gleaned from questionnaires (see Appendices 01, Fl & F2) will now be

discussed.

4.4 Students' perceptions regarding the importance of effective listening

in cws (see Appendix Dl)

Some students indicated that they are aware ofthe fact that listening is an

important learning skill that needs to be acquired. However, they mentioned that

it is not possible to listen effectively whilst they are struggling with ESL. This is
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in line with DunkeI & Davis's (1994) view that ESL students are at a

disadvantage as their limited English proficiency hampers the effective use of

fundamental learning skills. This then makes students struggle in gaining

academic knowledge. While this is the case, students who are Ll speakers of

English are at an advantage over ESL in ntilising learning skills that would enable

them gain knowledge in class. According to Rowntree (1990), the effectiveness of

learning in class depends, to large extent, on how effectively the person can listen.

The students stressed the need to improve their English communication skills so

that they can understand the content ofthe lectures and thus be engaged in active

learning.

Another common point that arose from student feedback is the need for venues

that are conducive to learning. For instance, bigger venues should be used for

bigger audiences.

4.5 Lecturers' views of first year stndents' listening practices (see

Appendices Ft & F2)

4.5.1 Factors influencing poor listening of first year stndents

Nine lecturers with experience ofteaching first years (particularly in the ABET

field) completed questionnaires and were later interviewed orally. The most

common response from questionnaires was that poor listening practices are

influenced by the following factors:
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• Unfamiliarity with tertiary education style;

• Lack ofstudent engagement;

• Lack ofunderstanding ofthe topic; and

• Students' incompetence I limited proficiency in the medium ofinstruction

(English).

However, the following points were also rated as having a negative impact on the

effectiveness ofstudents' listening practices:

• Ineffective vocal aspects e.g. monotonous tone ofvoice and poor audibility of

the lecturer;

• Boring presentation by the lecturer; and

• Students' socio-economic and socio-cultural factors e.g. severe financial

constraints resulting in worries about accommodation.

The following aspects were rated as least important in influencing listening

practices:

• Posture ofstudents; and

• Gestures of both lecturers (talkers) and students (listeners).

4.5.2 The role of educators in ensuring effective listening in lectures

Divergent views arose from the nine lecturers regarding capturing students' full

attention in class. In response to the question: "Haw do we get students to

listen"? the following pedagogical applications were suggested:
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• Silence or a short pause

This is ideal for big groups. The lecturer should pause after talking and look

straight at the students. Maintaining eye contact was viewed to be effective in

encouraging listening for smaller groups as well.

• Repetition

Repeating instructions or certain important phrases linked to the topic enables the

listener to practise active listening by allowing time for students to glean meaning

from what has been said and then to fOIIl1u1ate questions in the mind.

• Use ofkey words by the educator

When lecturers make use ofkey words in their lecture presentation, students are

then able to see interrelated threads in the lecture. In addition, studentsare then

able to summarise the lecture or related sections ofthe lecture using these key

words.

• Reflection by students

The educator should ask the students to reflect on what has been said. Then the

lecturer should give students a chance to formulate questions. He should ask

students ifthey agree or disagree. This will keep the students on their toes as

listeners as they will then be engaged in active mental tasks related to the topic.

• Reflection by lecturers
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Lecturers should reflect on their own teaching practice. This they could do by

video-taping lectures. They should observe how they present the content ofthe

lecture and how they sound. Alternatively, lecturers can tape-record themselves

and develop sensitivity to their students' responses. Inother words, they should

learn to be good listeners too.

• Use ofaudio-tapes and video clips

Use of these teaching and learning aids will help to encourage active listening.

This can be done by asking students to summarise and analyse heard infonnation,

make judgements, suggestions, and so on.

• Formative assessment

The educator should get students to do short individual or group tasks based on

what has been said in a lecture. Marks should then be used towards the final year

assessment or continuous evaluation. This will also encourage listening, good

attendance and punctuality for lectures.

4.6 The role ofthe department in eneouraging effective listening in

lectures

100"10 ofthe interviewed lecturers indicated that the students in the ABET Unit

need to be taken through a foundation phase for learning techniques which should

include listening. Furthermore, they all indicated that listening can only be

effective if students have enough English proficiency to follow the lectures. The
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following suggestions were raised in 2002 and 2003 by the lecturers who teach in

the ABET Unit at the technikon in the Western Cape:

• Facilitation skills courses for lecturers: Through such workshops. educators

may better understand students' difficulties with listening and understanding.

In addition. the institution should ensure that classrooms are equipped with

resources that are in good working condition e.g. overhead projectors should

have larger screens and microphones are needed in big lecture rooms;

alternatively. the number ofstudents per educator should be decreased.

• Time off: Staffshould be relieved during the day to prepare interactive

learning material.

• Listening and language: Language programmes should include listening

skills.

• Bridging courses: Academic staff should present bridging courses in their

subjects.

4.7 General remarks on my cms observation

4.7.1 General comments

• In all the first period lecture classes. about 50"/0 ofthe students arrive in class

as a group about 40 minutes after the lecture has commenced. Coming late
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then makes it difficult for these students to get settled as they try to calculate

what the lecturer said whilst they were not yet in class. According to

Rowntree (1994), late coming suggests a lack ofcommitment on the part of

students. They also miss the critical introduction to the lecture. agree with

Rowntree; but these students are faced with a problem ofa lack ofproximity

to the technikon. They travel by train which is the most convenient and

cheapest mode oftransport for them. In addition, trains are not reliable. Also

in winter, it is dangerous for them to catch the early morning train in the dark

as the rate ofcrime in the Western Cape is highest then.

• I have also observed that the classrooms are not big enough to

accommodate the large number ofstudents in class. It was even difficult to

move freely between groups to monitor progress for group activities.

• Another general observation worth noting is that external noises hamper

effective listening. The noise in the corridors by both departmental

workers and students with free time has a distracting effect on listening in

lectures.

• Students seemed to be uncomfortable with doing individual oral

presentations in class. This could be due to their limited English

proficiency as they may fear being embarrassed whey they struggle with

expression.
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• I have also noted that when students have an unclear understanding ofa

concept under discussion, they become withdrawn and less active in class.

When I was assessing a lectuIe Il:Call in a certain subject class, students

could not rephrase the instructions given by the lecturer. They were also

unable to remember the contributions from groups. I later found out that

they were not clear on the topic and thus lacked engagement in the class

activities.

4.7.2 Specifie language issues

FII'St year teebnikon ESL students' language issues were analysed based on oral

presentations from observed classes and students' documents which include

transcripts, their responses to questionnaires and written assignments.

The following language issues were noted:

• Difficulties in phrasing questions

Students phrase questions as similar to statements but with a change ofvoice

(high pitch) at the end which is substituted by a question mark in their written

texts. This type oflanguage error was commonly picked up in the Teaching

Pn!ctice I class when students had to draw up lesson plans in preparation for

micro-teaching sessions. This is a language error most common among the

Xhosa speaking students. This could probably because ofthe difference in

verbal structures ofthe Xhosa language to that ofthe English language. The

Afrikaans speaking students seemed to struggle less with the phrasing of
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questions, perhaps because ofsome similarities in the ordering or structuring

ofwonls in sentences between the English language and Afrikaans. For

instance, both languages start a question with an auxiliarylhelping verb or else

a modal verb when phrasing a question while the pattern is different in Xhosa.

e.g. Is jy klaar? (Are you done?)

Examples oferrors and corrections are:

Student: "He is coming?" instead ofasking:

Is he coming?

"You enjoyed the lesson?" instead ofasking:

Did you enjoy the lesson?

"You can read the second paragraph, please? instead of:

Can you read the second paragraph, please?

"You can see from the back?" rather than asking:

Can you see from the back?

"You will help me with carrying the books?" instead ofsaying:

Will you help me with carrying the books? or else:

You will help me with carrying the books. Will you?
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• Confusion related to tenses ofmodal verbs and difficulty with the

appropriate use of modal verbs

These include the following confusions:

Shall - should

Will-would

Can-could

May-might

Must-ought

Despite these confusions, students have indicated to struggle in using modal

verbs relevantly. For instance, they would say:

"I was supposed to go..." whilst they mean to say: I could have gone•••

• Use of pronouns used l\ll the snbject ofa verb and syntax-related

difficulties

By "syntax" I mean rules ofgrammar which are used for arranging or

connecting words in the right order.

Stndenb, both Afrikaans and Xhosa speaking, seemed to struggle with

using pronouns l\ll the subject of a verb (see Appendix D2, - 2.1:

Sandiso's lecture reeall assignment).

The clinic in Perrtech who is responsible students. "
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One may note that this sentence may sound as if it was written in a

poetic form ofusing a personification (personifying the clinic). Secondly,

in the very same senten<:e, there is a syntax-telated problem ofnot

connecting words with a preposition. In this example, a preposition "for"

is missing from the sentence. This omission of "for" might make the

sentence being interpreted as ifa group of responsible students organised a

campus clinic at Pentech.

Using "is" instead of "are" for the plnral noun - "people",

e.g. In this sweeping statement: "People~ cruel." instead ofsaying:

People are cruel.

This is common among AfrikalIns speaking students. This is probably

because in Afrikaans, they say: "Mense i§, hence they say "People is while

referring to a plural noun.

Expressing a wish

For instance,

"1 wish 1~ a millionaire." instead ofsaying:

I wish 1 were a millionaire.

Usage of prepositions: "in" and "at"

e.g. "I stay at Khayelitsha." instead ofsaying:

stay in Khayelitsha
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One may note that this sentence may sound as if it was written in a

poetic form ofusing a personification (personifying the clinic). Secondly,

in the very same sentence, there is a syntax-related problem ofnot

connecting words with a preposition. In this example, a preposition "for"

is missing from the sentence. This omission of "for" might make the

sentence being interpreted as ifa group ofresponsible students organised a

campus clinic at Pentech.

Using "is" instead of"are" for the plnral noun - "people".

e.g. In this sweeping statement: "People is cruel." instead ofsaying:

People are cruel.

This is common among Afrikaans speaking students. This is probably

because in Afrikaans, they say: "Mense~ hence they say "People is while

referring to a plural noun.

Expressing a wish

For instance.

"1 wish 1 was a millionaire." instead ofsaying:

1 wish 1 were a millionaire.

Usage of prepositions: "in" and "at"

e.g. "1 stay at Khayelitsha" instead ofsaying:

stay in Khayelitsha
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" Mandela was born at Umtata." instead of saying:

Mandela was born in Umata.

This difficulty is experienced by both Afrikaans and Xhosa speaking students.

Error of not adding an "s" to indicate plural for 1 hour and some

minutes.

e.g. "The lecture period took I Y, hour." rather than saying:

The lecture period took 1Y, ho~.

Confusing the phrases "so much", "very much" and "too much"

e.g. "1 enjoyed the lecture too much." instead ofsaying:

I enjoyed the lecture Ym..much.

Both Afrikaans and Xhosa speaking students often do not Wlderstand that

"too" refers to more than necessary and usually has a negative connotation.

Improper gender connotations in speeches

For instance, when speaking, both Xhosa and Afrikaans mother-tongue

students would use the word "man" even ifreferring to a female.

e.g. "She was elected as chainnan of the school committee." instead ofsaying:

She was electedc~of the school committee. or rather.

She was elected chairwoman ofthe school committee.
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The same problem is evident in the use ofother noWlS like policeman,

postman, sportsmlln and salesman.

• Semantic and phonetic problems

By "semantic" I refer to meanings ofwords and other modes of language

usage. By "phonetic" I mean sounds of speech or pronunciation.

- Confusing the words "their', "they" and "there"

I have found this error to be common among the Afrikaans speaking students

- Confusing the words "lecture" with "leetnrer"

I have found the problem ofusing these two words interchangeably among

the Xhosa speaking students.

• Problems with understanding the discourse I jargon used in their studies

e.g. Outcomes, objectives, specific outcomes, critical outcomes, evaluaiion,

assessment, learning context, conducive learning environment, etc.

In this regard, the Afrikaans speaking students seemed to have less problems

than the Xhosa speaking students. This is probably because some jargon used

carry some similar phonetics/speech sounds with the Afrikaans ones.
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e.g. objectives - objektiewe

specific - spesifiek

In the next chapter, I will present a summary ofconclusions and

recommendations ofthis thesis.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

S.l Conclusions

Listening is a natura1 ability and an interpersonal skill that cannot be enforced but

students can and should learn to be active listeners (Van der Merwe, 1991;

Sutc1iffe,1993). While listening is a natura1 ability, it needs to be developed so

that it can be active and effective through intensive training (Newton, 1990;

Simoncelli, 1994; Rooth, 1996).

Effective academic listening is a social practice that is dependent on a range of

soci(H:C()nomic factors, and not just a matter ofcognitive ability (Gee, 1990;

Gardener & Jewler, 1992). It is therefore important that students identifY their

levels of listening and then recognise the need to improve their listening practices.

Because effective academic listening correlates with better grades, (Burley-Allen,

1982; Wolvin, 1984; Gardener & Jewler, 1992), students should therefore take a

leading role to improve their listening practices. However, listening is not the

responsibility ofthe students only: educators also need to apply pedagogical

techniques that will encourage active listening in class. Furthennore, educators

themselves need to be active listeners and thus become able to teach students how

to listen effectively. There is undoubtedly a general need for listening training.
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Research findings also indicate that some students:

• Arrive late for classes and therefore miss the critical introduction ofa lecture.

When they arrive in clllSS, they waste time trying to establish what the lecture

is about so as to get meaning from the lecture. This disrupts listening as the

student is concentrating on something else while the lecture is in progress.

• Get distracted by noise made in the corridors whether by machines used by

workers or by other occupants ofthe building.

This noise might capture their interest Paying attention to external

noises would then interrupt the listening process in class.

• Have a strong and serious need to improve their English communication skills,

especially at first year level

• Lack commitment in their studies which has a negative impact on their

willingness to listen. The lack of commitment is probably due to the fact these

students were not oriented to the ABET course; and they later discovered that

their expectations about the course content and facilitation approaches were not

being met.

• Lack self-confidence, especially when they have to present an oral task

individually. It is possible that the lack ofconfidence is due to their low

English proficiency. This confirms what Nonkululo mentioned (case 5):
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that the Xhosa-speaking students lack confidence in the classes ofthe lecturers

for whom Xhosa is not a home language, but are comfortable with the two

Xhasa-speaking lecturers in the Xhasa Teaching and Teaching Practice

classes.

• Intend to change from ABET to BEDGEN. Some intend changing to other

courses. There are three main reasons for this.

Firstly, students did not get an orientation to the ABET course and therefore

were not aware of its curriculum.

Secondly, some registered for the ABET course because their first choices

were full so they opted for any other available course that could still

acco=odate new students.

A third reason for wanting to change courses is that students failed

assignments due to poor learning skills and consequently lost motivation to

carry on with the course, thinking that BEDGEN or other courses would be

easier.

• Get discouraged by lecturers who are inefficient or perhaps do not have expert

knowledge and proper training in the subjects they teach. This raises the

question ofwhether education is all about money making or quality. Deming

(1991) claims that when students fail, it is often because the systems of
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teaching, learning and assessment have been inadequate to meet their needs.

He suggests that lecturers should be dedicated to every learner's success.

• Learn through peer couching and peer evaluation (e.g. Mongezi's

case ofunderstanding Andrew better than the lecturer).

• Are motivated to learn and determined to produce good academic results when

they have families who strongly support them (refer to similarities between

Nonkulu1o and Andrew in 4.3.2).

• Are negatively affected by social and financial problems with respect to the

way they cope with their sllldies, which includes listening to lectures. Burley

Allen (1982) articulates that some first year students lose concentration in the

lectures due to being distracted by thinking about personal problems that seem

difficult to get solved. This interruption makes the students tend to be poor

classroom listeners.

• Are influenced by socio-cultural factors that can either promote or discourage

their listening competency levels. (For example, in Nonkululo' case, the

values ofhaving respect for and listening to others have made her an empathic

listener which, in fact, promotes effective listening in class.) Tubbs and Moss

(1987) confinn that empathic list.."Iling entails showing respect (by the

listener) through verbal and non-verbal actions to the speaker; and through
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this, the speaker may be stimulated to speak more effectively. Tubbs and

Moss (ibid) further explains that demonstrating empathy when listening will

therefore affirm the speaker's importance, recognition and acknowledgement

through noting that the listener is not judgemental ofthe delivery but

accepting.

From the above research findings, I can deduce that students coming from a rural

environment, who have had very little or no exposure to English, and who were

taught by teachers who themselves are second language speakers ofEngIish, have

difficulty in absorbing oral information in lectures at tertiary level. Thus it can be

said that schooling history, home environment (or family background) and social

factors have an impact on students' listening efficiency levels,

This research then concludes that poor listening practices of first year teehnikon

students, especially those ofESL speakers with limited English proficiency, result

in a significant drawback in their level ofacademic performance.

There is therefore a need to improve first year technikon students' listening

practices in order to promote academic success. This can only be possible ifan

action is taken by the relevant Department ofEducation at this teehnikon, such as

organising programmes to develop first year students' English in ways previously

suggested in 2.8 and in 5.2 that follows.
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5.2 Recommendations

These recommendations are gleaned from knowledge gained from the literature

study in Chapter 2 and conclusions based on an analysis ofmy rmdings:

• Re-visit admission requirements

This technikon should re-visit its admission requirements in the ABET Unit

as most students show 11 lack of commitment or perhaps misunderstanding of

the cumculum ofthe course they registered for at the beginning of the year.

• Introduction to the course

An introduction to courses is needed during the first week of registration

(orientation week) so that a class does not comprise a group ofstudents v,,'ho

change to other courses when they become demotivated in the course they are

studying. This is the appropriate period to introduce the course clearly as

students can then still change to other courses ifthey discover that they are not

interested in a particular course.

• Curriculum plan and development

An urgent curriculum plan needs to be embarked upon, one which would

involve Co-<lperative work among content lectw'ers and English language

lecturers. For instance, collaborating lecturers could look at the language

difficulty ofmaterial, and perhaps include a glossary at the end ofeach chapter

to clarify key concepts.



The same content subject rela!ed themes could be adapted in a language class

as part ofa comprehension exercise.

• Tutoring programmes

Properly trained tutors who specialise in certain content subject areas and have

a strong command ofthe English language need to be involved. Content

based English tutorials should be compulsory. An alternative to this

suggestion would be that of adopting a peer-tutoring programme where

students who are competent in particular content subjects assist peers with

work already covered by the lecturer. Such student tutors should be proficient

in English. Remuneration for services rendered should be at a student rate.

• Parent involvement

Once every two months, parents should be invited to come and explore the

academic performance oftheir child. They can track their child's record on

notice boards using the student number of their child. They should, with proof

of identity as parents, be allowed time to enquire about other affairs directly or

indirectly affecting their child's academic performance. This might encourage

students to apply more effort and perhaps take charge ofown learning as they

would not want to be embarrassed in front of their parents or else disappoint

them

• Stopping external noises
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The technikon should not under-estimate the distIacting effects of noise in the

corridors. Effective ways of implementing and maintaining order in the

corridors should be followed.

• Accreditation for listening

Students should get accredited for demonstrating effective listening, whether it

involves listening to each other in groups or to a lecturer. Lecture recall

assessments should be done and rnarl<:s should be part ofcontinuous

assessment so that these count towards the final year man. Giving students

credit for listening will not only encourage students to take listening seriously

but also encourage lecture attendance and punctuality for classes.

• Developing a curriculum for listening training workshops

The curriculum for listening training or listening workshops should look at the

following outcomes. Students should be able to:

Demonstrate an understanding ofthe steps involved in the

listening process, as listed in section 2.2. I;

Follow instructions;

Recognise the ways in which the voice is used e.g. when a point is

emphasised;

Recognise or anticipate when a point is being developed;

Recognise when the speaker is deviating from the main point;
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Listen with attention to oral presentations and questions, e.g.

those ofother students or the lecturer;

Understand and follow the verbal structures ofa lecture by distinguishing

between main points, llIguments, facts and opinions. In this case, lecturers

should set an example because the manner in which speakers organise and

structw"e their wording impacts to a great extent the listening level of

listeners (Button & Dimbley, 1995). Organised verbal structures would

then enable the students to understand the interrelated threads ofthe

meaning in the lecture (Flowerdue, 1997).

5.3 Reflections on research findings - students' and lecturers'

voices

In discussing the research findings with three students who participated in

the case study and with one of the lecturers who were research

participants, co=enls were as follows:

• Asanda co=ented: "1 have wasted three years studying at first year

level in different fields ofteacher education, but no one has ever

made me aware of the importance ofeffective academic listening.

Now, 1 think, being a participant in this research has created

something new in my mind and 1 believe that my dream of being a

career woman one day is soon gonna be achieved. However, I feel I

need some kind ofsupport to achieve improved listening skills."
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• Mongezi agreed with the findings and said that he thinks that it would

be a good idea to make photocopies of Chapters 4 and 5 of the thesis

for display on the notice-board ofthe Department ofEducation so

that other students may benefit as well.

However, Mongezi highlighted his slight disagreement with assunring

that the reason for his poor listening practices is due to his limited

English proficiency. He mentioned that his major problem is that of

not being familiar with accents ofnon-Xhosa speakers. I asked him

how is the accent different because he earlier told me that some ofhis

teachers at high school were the so-called "Coloured", so, I assume,

he should cope with accents ofnon-Xhosa speakers. He responded by

mentioning that even at high school, he was struggling to Wlderstand

the SCKalled "Coloured" teachers, as a result, he obtained lower

grades in the subjects that were taught by them when compared to

those that were taught by the Xhosa speaking teachers. He stressed

that, for him, getting used to the intonation and accents ofpeople for

whom Xhosa is not a Ll is not an easy task to do. He suggested that

students who are in the same position as his, need to get support. He

added by saying that, iffor instance, a non-Xhosa speaker can deliver

a speech in English, and the very same speech be uttered by a Xhosa

Ll speaker in English, he would not struggle in listening well to the

Ll Xhosa speaker's delivery as he would be famililll" with the pace of
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talking, pronlJ1lCiation and accent ofL1 Xhosa speakers despite the

fact that the speech delivery would be in English.

When discussing his performance results displayed in the graph 

figure 1 in Appendix B, Mongezi said that the reason why he scored

low marks in the oral open-ended / essay-type assessment is due to

adapting the traditional way oflearning. He agreed that he, ofcourse,

never took academic listening seriously until he was part ofthis

research. He said that at high school, he used to rely on memorising,

cramming and reciting notes. In the case ofthese performance results,

he mentioned that he struggled in saying what he could recall from the

lecture in the manner in which he understood it. In his oral

presentation, he could not remember all those big words used by the

lecturer nor could he rephrase the lecturer's speech in his own words

to show understanding ofwhat was said.

He suggested that lecturers should encourage self-expression by

developing opportunities for communication and discussion. This

would motivate students to be active rather than passive or else shy in

class. He added by saying that lecturers can, perhaps promote

effective academic listening by making use ofaudio materials and

then create platforms for stodents to discuss the tape in English and

then express their opinions in English SO that they (students) can learn
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to develop their expressive language and also improve their retention

mode.

In discussing the research findings with Sandiso, he mentioned that

he always took listening seriously, however, attending lect=s has

often been a stressful experience for him as he struggled to

understand academic English. According to him, his limited English

proficiency denied him access to effective academic listening and

thus effective learning.

Despite all this, he said that these research findings brought a new

hope for him but only ifa provision is made for students to improve

their English which is used not only as a mediwn ofinstruction at the

teehnikon but also often as a major language of communication in the

field ofemployment. In his words, he repeatedly said: "1 really want

to improve my English sis PhwnIa, I really want to improve my

English!"

• One of the interviewed lecturers complimented the research findings.

He agreed that first year teehnikon students lack spoken and written

English and that edllcators need to devise new strategies in order to

develop students' listening practices in order to enhance their

opportunities ofattaining academic achievement.
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5.4 Reflections on my research findings - author's voice

It was quite an amazing experience to learn that the students in the cases were so

positive, serious and open to express their opinions about the findings ofthis

research I, indeed, have learnt a lot about how students learn and ho~ they

perceive academic issues.

This research has taught me that we, as educators are learners too and that we

should continually study what happens to learners when they learn, in order to

increase our capacity as educational practitioners. This would be a keystone to

bringing about improvements for optimal teaching and learning.

In summary, effective listening is a capability that benefits one, not only in a

learning environment, but also at work, social or home. For this reason, its

development in schools and in higher education is ofutmost significance. Maybe

educators should heed to the words ofRalph Nichols:

"It seems that we shall eventually come to believe thot the

responsibilityfor effective oral communication must be

equally shored by speakers and listeners. When this transpires,

we shall have taken a long stride toward greater economy of

learning, acceleratedpersonal growth, and significantly deepened

human understanding."
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APPENDIX A

PENINSULA TECHNIKON

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCAnON

Enquiries
ReI No:

TO:
FROM
DATE:

Dear Student

Ms P. Kese
M.F. Marlie
29 May 2003

Hr: Doing ..",,,,,n-h within UIl:t .\TlON DEPART\It:,,1

Your request to do research in the Deparlment of Education has been approved by Ihe
Department as well as by the Management of the Science Faculty.

All the best with your research

Yours sincerely

WL111cwL14
M.F: Marlie
Head of Department: Education
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APPENDIXB

Graph displaying percenUge (%) scores ofwritten one-wonllecture recall

assessment and percentage (%) scores of oral essay-tvp<; lectore recall assessment:

Lecture Recall Assessment Content subject

-=~-i \-% scores one-wo<d assessment I
~% scores essay-type assessment

Name of student

Figure 1.
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APPENDIXC

'RANSCRIPTlON CLIP: EMS CLASS

LECTURER J: The cFonomic system. This is the solution. \Vhal is the problem? Economic Problem. Two
hands, one hand tells me something about the needs. Needs are up or down? The needs are heavy_ \Vhy?
The- needs are heavicrthan the factors of production. What is the actual problem? The factors or production
are not enough. The n~eds are too many because we can count it. Also looking in our region. Get an
example where wc use too much in a senlence, e.g. llove y(lll very much. 1 don't gel J love yOU vrty, very
much. Just the way it sounds is wrong. The right way to say it is J love you very much. How do we look at
the stars at night? Do wc say hmv much stars are up there? No. how many. C~n you count it? Can't we
count the number of stars'? Because we can count each one. It is not impossible. The·problem:·Th~i~ the
problem that this is tr>p big and thal we must manufac\IJrethat. How do we get this hy using that? This is
loo big, we haven't got enough of this: to manufacture all of that That is the problem. How do wc Sll've the
problem? I think this is the solution. The economic principle. What is the economic principle? Chom:e.
choose, choose, ... Exactly! Why choosing? Because the optic box is the problem. There is the hn.~. There
wilh certain ractors of production. Right. So how do we solve this problem? Whilt is the prime? Right. We
must be selective. Selective means that we must choose. We cannot produce C111 of lhis 50 we are going to
choose the most qualHy. then. The most impol1anl goods and services. How many do you- choose? Giv.e-an
example uf{ ; .. , hDusCs. Give an example in South Africa. When it is chosen. what must he done'! Ilouscs!
( ... ) During a certain lime of the year, ..... It happened to me already, The dark month. People come and
llten you wmdd henr ~he minisler of Gnance !'ay thal a certain amQunt is going. for housitlg fcredllcation or
the social scrvic"Cs for husbands. They not going 10 take the same amount of each one service. They
consider it to be the most important service. Right. Thai is part of the solution besides what is very
important. Second part. Choosing. We must be economical with ractors ofproduC:(ion.So, we try lo
produce when we cutit up, we can cut it up by trying to add the maximunl output by using minimum input.
What's the output? What do we mean by that? The goods 2nd services by using factors of production. The
ne:<:t question now is who chooses? Who chooses'? One, the people and two, the government. Give an
example how the people choose. Are you people? Are you part of the people? Am I p,ut of the people?
Nobody, ( ... ) Right! Explain to me how we choose? How dowe choose? Here from goods and ~ervjces.

Here the ecc'fiomte principle has to do with stuff such <IS goods and services. then stock value.lhen we
make it economic. Who chooses? Who makes the sdc<:tion?

now we choose wh~t we want them to produce. No manufacturer ever has come fa me and asked
listen r'm going to hrind over to PhumJa, the Masters' student todo a section on listening with you

smOEYT/
(Andrcw)

I ~:i!l be talking about the economic system. The system c;"ist only for everybody
Anecd is something that has to be s<ltisljed~ In order for this
hunger for something either its something that has to be fulfilled. ( ... )
The;e are goods and scrvices that we can get fo satisfy the needs So the thing is
how do we get it? What do we do to get these goods and services? It i~ no use
tdling us you thirsty, .. ( ... )

How do you gel it? Follow economic activilY. Il'i whal you do abou\ it. What are
ypu goin-.-6 lo do to satisfy your needs? Everybody has needs. Because of this
activity that you are gOlng to do. ,'ou are going to use the factors of production lo
satisfy your needs. 8<!sed on factors of production. you take the goods and
services and stuff like that. Ok, so when you use it, you realise the problem -that
everybody has needs, but then everyoody use factors of production. There is
afways more needs. \Vhoever feels that the resources are becoming less and less
and the needs should becollle more. To solve your prohlem. You must try and
figure out or sort out which needs have to follov..· their o\"..n principle. Wb.t does
th~ princip\e tdl you? The principle tells us that we have many needs and
the resources to satisfy these necd'i arc limited.

So. we shouldn't waste what we have and what we are going to choose, what \....e
arc going lO buy. \Ve need 10 be selective and only choose the most imporlant and best
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APPENDIXDl
NonkuJulo

QUESTIONNAIRE: 1" YEAR STUDENT

2. Did you study in private I "model e" schools or public / government schools? tC\tlclU C ··5e"h.crJ.s

2.1 [s there a difference between the way lessons were run in high school and the way
l~~esare conducted at the Technikon? Briefly explain?
...........~... i.? ...Q.Q.Af.~~~ ..~~ ...il}.~·~\.:>,.~~~~ ...~~
.~~~~..t;;..~..~t>~9.<?- ...~~ ..~ ..ifJ.T~0:~

3. Did you learn English as a first language at school?
~'

4. Were your teachers in high school first language speakers of your home language?

.:~~~Y1~~~~~~~:~~~~~.~Wf~~t~.e~.~rl?%~~qA.~ ~

.f~j~<;#. ~ ..~'i~ .11 Ii~f...fi':z.cA~'.~ ~.~: ..
5. YfJre listening skills taught or developed in high school?

"tVUf ~ ~1Vt.

6. Are you aware of your own listening practices or styles? aftd ~'~
~ I C(..t'-" C4v~ ~ M-<j 4$H:;fUNf prac. ~. '7'

6.1 How long is your listening span? / For how long can you concentrate, paying, , ...J ~

attention to the speaker?;b r.,o'U/ CL/> ~ ~~ 15 "'-~r-t~~ <AJ7~
. J - 'h.&z. / s h.Jz. IS J ""'fI· .

6.2 How much..3,f what has been. said can you recall? .t17f~
/I-ut M~ 1"-'f'0rf CUV+ r"" .

7. What attracts your attention or makes you interested to listen when someone speaks? + ~oi{u.:rn MY C'f"<U(JII a.fX/.s:c." ~ -to ho..J.J€ CA.. ~& ~"C~ rl~ 7

bo . d h I" a.:H'ro-e+ S r-tJ2.8. What makes you red or dlstracte w en you are Istenlf,lg to: . . ~ s ~
..L ~ ~~ ~ .1c>M.L<lA<. Sf2.<ZM ~ c;>Q. • 0= r se.-y'·"" 0.

~,. ~1lJy O<I<Y ~ O~ =9~/1.· , ..
8.1 family members at home - shocAt't,.9 I .......-bet/:{ c;J- i-ojr:;.,lUf ,n "'" ~( ~i7 "-""

8.2 friends - frz.J1.<~ l'-<e -+~ SC<4~ s""""rr.r ~f'e ~ "~'
8.3 other people - ~'Ild.;"'-'I bV--<~ T~ ~h- ~ C>"~ .;A-r",.i9 W. ~;f1--~_hL~'A

8.4 lectures _ wN/t 'ltJ'rrt.<J o'''€/ 'f"hl, 5&<~ -hl../l 9 o~ €! ocJ4.f a.Jc... A.

9. \\'hat services would you like the Technikon to provide i?..'?I.ger to assist you improve c'~ ~ ~
your listening practices? ~'1 sl'ICv..fc1 hA,,-e c< ~a.U/~ ~ ,...........

is jl1~WiIN1 r:~ c...Io.:>JJ NVl ~ iz!x~o(.

10. \\'hat impact do you think improving your listening practices could have on your

academic performance? . d ~ t . . .
.Il:. .Q?M.f.c! ~-iC ~ ..htJld !.t::r'} :;.<;~ ~.S;~'YI..!5
.'\ .. ~~!~ ~ ..+. ..1.9.::,!.. .'.~ 0.<1. fP~ff.1./:l/? 0.-?!.'Q;f.. ..J: ~.~~ &-.r1.

~I #!cj.....5t? ..Q..~C!.~~·J?:-U~ ..:r...~.. I-::-:pl.~~.'f,4 ~ ..~e~r.' c.a... I ...... +t,.e.
{/::un f¥'OI"-1·
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Andrew

QUESTIONNAIRE: 1" YEAR STUDENT

What is your mother-tongue (home language)? Rft--IfL.1ArJ';::,

2. Did you study in private I "model C" schools or public I gove~ent schools?

2 Is there a difference between the way lessons were run in high school and the way
lectures are conducted at the Technikon? Briefly explain?
.'1t::S..!...~~~.~~ ... lW.f... ...~.~.. ('!.'!~ ?:!M.~ ~~...~.g<:f:~f:£.f0
~~.:: .. ~P:: ~• ...iff-:I. •.M>.fk ~ '" .!'!!!"!I ~ -:J&'-:f. 14: <:!':.. !"17'.f..':'.~: .

3 Did you learn English as a first language at school? No.l
4. Were your teachers in high school first language speakers of your home language?

~.~~;!'.~~~~A;~~t'.~.~~.~.~.i~~~i~~~£.~~f~7. .
."!~I?~.~."::~P. _.!"!#.1:: .. .~.A.~...~(~~... ~!I!.~.I..-:'.~~.T.. ..~.<rr. ~ ~.~ ... ~q.':'.F:~ ~.<:f': ,.

5 Were listening skills taught or developed in high school? No / Ne- -s(E(AhC/lu 7

6. Are you aware of your own listening practices or styles? '1C:> I
.

6. [ How long is your listenin~an? I For how long can you concentrate, paying
attention to the speaker? ~ -fEJo/O ..", L{ '>-rE>-J CSI",,c1'L7 "0 11 ~fO'~ ~ ""''-'" 17/"£ END

6.2 How much of what has been said can you recall?~ bod'" I<ri"....l ,,-:S:: .....,£' ,v~ vfE:-L

..,.-,t.f£t) ~; ~ .... ~>AA-L/,..7 ~ .vo~~_

7. What attracts your attention or makes you interested to listen when someone speaks?
NH-e,.J 11£ ...,p~ M3<''''''- ~• ..,ff7f'<Vc,. -s:. ~(:"E: .,.;.

8. What makes you bored or distracted when you are listening to:

8.1 family members at home Nft4C,IN(, Ih--/D =.....(""','" ,NC, J
8.2 friends :---0 r/1f"': .~ -sfnf-ii- ':-"fJ.A1I 7J-f7r.1~, ~; J?h7-r~ v:.p.,.l r rJ,: [';-(.-r (.... (
3,3 other people Sr.c'-~'/A"v(; pS;....... r ~-...8-:s~cr~, ~,!) ~---vI~;' ~, ". _ ~ _

_ J ' ..,,{'"'.I.\,;'.... C'rlr.JIC<-.~ c.f ~.Jr-hC1-! J ,,:. __ •

8,4 lectures 1Y1vN6-rO/'~" -:,.""'?! ' __ f'Ji"'" ,_r'

9. What services would you like the Technikon to provifle in order to assist you improve
your listening practices? l--Jo!lAL~lI'fs -re.) Co<.II-S'>£S 'f1.I"Irr ALL",,""",:' t<...'l~L:>"1Z

'/0 ~ nc,IL 'f,';lt.-I A-Go<,r "{~"'l'''''.-J<' ,,I c...,,~

10. What impact do you think improving your listening practices could have on your
academic perfonnance?
..0.::1:: .....!';~~fM- (!"?!.~.~ ~ ~.... .'C>.'t•• .. 1;-;/. 'rlT?'!.'.r:'.~ .. .1."'." ..
.p.~::' , ..~ .,. wftr! 0.0~.f. Y rrr.:rr.~ ... .-::-:.1:> .~."!, ~'?'"rl..~.'. ~'1 0:
.-::~ .... :f!!:(.'.I},.....<?~I.:-!!.r:::.;, ~ fi..'?~Tf'o.
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Sandiso

QUESTIONNAIRE: I" YEAR STUDENT

What is your mother-tongue (home language)? ...J:..-.L-.o~

2 Did you study in private J"model e" schools or public Jgove~t schools?

2 Is there a difference between the way lessons were run in high school and the way

~~~i~~~~:)~g~~··~
;l;P..'1.~~ ~~ : ~.~ 4...~M-.

3 Did you learn English as a first language at school? I\J.-.c

4 Were your teachers in high school first language speakers of your home language?
If yes, w~dvantage did that bring to yourleaming experience?

::~~~~=~#-9.::::::::::::::::::::
5 Were listening skills taught or developed in high school?~

6. Are you aware of your own listening practices or styles? ~..4~~

6.1 How long is your listening span? / For how long can you concentrate, paying
attention to the speaker?

6.2 How much of what has been said can you recall?

7. 'W'hat attracts you1attention or makes you interested to listen when someone speaks?~/~

8 'W'hat makes you bored or distracted when you are listening to

8.1 family members at home iJ.- ."yU2-- .....e~
8.2 friends i P~-o:J
8.3 other people ·.5.J.·..• ~
8.4 lectures '4 ~ov..P-

9. What services would you like the Technikon to provide in order to assist you improve
your listening practices?j ~~ -4.~~- .J:?--z..r~~

10. What impact do you think improving your listening practices could have on your

~~Z:.:.::J.+.,.f?~J-:-..~./ .
..........!. 0 :,.;/.·· /;i"fiX/ 1 .
/7 .~~~--"'L- ~ - ~

..I:.~~..~~.~ :..................... ."--'.. • -=.~
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Sandiso

29 July 2003

Ei"iGLlSH COM:\\Ui\ICATIO:'I LAC :'IG 1

LEe R R.E AL -\SSES5:\ Yf

\Yhat were the instructions given by the lecturer to the
class? . ~

...d:<,~~~"'-~'~'~~~~9

.~....Cz~~.cr- ....~....~.~~ ....
f~:~~~~~::::~~R;~:: .:

2

2.2

2.3

204

2.5

Oral present3tions were made by ten student groups after they
haye read different articles from the L-SIBA Pentech Campus
newspaper. Briefly say something you can recall about fiH
titles and the content of the various articles presented by the

respective groups. ~ . L
.~ ~~.....A"·~~·-6·······~·~·

..~~ ~:~ ...;:~:-:..~ .....~-.-.. "z"".s:z. ....-eL

.~~.,...da .....~~~~~....du.dRd;

Jh....;~... ..~~-.~. 8 <. .. ;-:<;-:'r.:.~~rl£J 7;;~
.~~~o~····~··;;:"·;~~.t!~·~-·r-->···V· 2-

'-;;7"'~~""C?:~~~~~'C! IS
V".L_ .
c;.t?:-.~~-:-kJ"e::-:"~~"'~
=--7...Z~P ....~4~-. <

l,
'/"

n ..-.t::.;:-;,. :-f?'::-: ..A.~P .....£4~~9d

~
'...R.,d~~-'P.,- -""? -Z'~..-C: , ~ .
../.n.07::~~~ ~ ~ .

.~~~ ~~~..~~ .._ .
l~Q.···~~'··()."·!"···········"·"··············
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29 JUly 2003

EXGLISH CO:\L\IC:"ICA 10:" TE.-\CHI~G

LECT RE RECALL ASSESS:\IE:"T

l. \Yhat were the instructions giyen bv the lecturer to the 1_ _
class? :/ ~IA=- ",,",pI c....
·N~ .. .v.-~~...~'0-...-!:? ...~S?-g~....~~..\~?~tF n'00~...

v.~S.~ ..~\ .. \\\ .0.. q'J?':Yf.' ~ ~\.~ ,...p....N.cp:::A. s
·~ ...t::?. :ty::q.....s;i~ ~ ?1:~ ~~f'?i~... S
~C!'X--.~ •. ·Of·I.~.Q"t:\:V· : .. " " "." .

2

2.

2.2

2.3

2A

2.5

Oral presentations were made by ten student groups after they
haye read different articles from the FSIBA Pentech Campus
newspaper. Briefly say something yout can recall about five
titles and the content of the Yarious articles presented by the
respective groups. .. ";;1/
~+ t?q-}~0fJ ~.?~~ t?!::. 7:!:!? :.-:t.: .?:h·;<f?~K
5~,:-:-~ ~.~f:·!~~';h~ ~~~ .. ffu~-:'9..C?J::t':.~....6:Zt.:. 3

~(~... 5.~~:-:,:\.~....~ ~.~.. bo/.-f,>" ...~!:-'V ~ ..~ff.!."
v

P.":'!. .:fRf'.~S: ...~~."~:?~. "~...~0:'.':-T? ..~P '::'.a:. .
:;l<~~~~5~~··S.7~~~~··~v;'c;67~ 3
~.:;j ..c~~imc.r..JL>i'.{.lk.: ,..~.. 5 .

.§.,::;~.S.~00.I.~ ~ ~ ~~~.<;- ~ .
·.•.~ ...~-e:t;/'Yi ~!?~.,,:,:1 f:!:~ S7'11 ~r.',,? ?:? ..m: ..
.-tt:-.'f=- (:;.J.~:\( ~ ." " ".".. 3
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OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

Date Student Content Language Practical Time/period

Tick box next to observed gesture and/or action to indicate frequency:

• Stretching arms 0 0 0 0 0 0

• Biting a pen or nails 0 0 0 0 0 0

• Looking around the classroom 0 0 0 0 0 0

Staring blankly [] [] [] 0 0 []

• Nodding [] 0 0 0 [] []

• Yawning 0 0 [] 0 0 0

• Falling asleep [] 0 [] 0 [] 0

• Smiling and/or laughing [] 0 0 0 0 0

• Hunching over the desk [] 0 0 0 0 0

• Sitting upright [] 0 [] 0 [] 0

• Fidgeting [] 0 [] [] [] []

• Taking more notes [] 0 [] 0 [] []

• Checking the time [] 0 0 0 [] 0

• Other, please specify [] [] [] 0 [] []
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QUESTIONNAIRE

LECTURER·S VIEW

Rate out of 5 Your rating scale will range from 0-5 Fill in your rating in the box next to
the factor:

5 completely influerlced
4 to a high degree
3: averagely ,
2: to a minimum :fi

very little influence
o not influenced at all

STATEMENT: Poor list~ning of [" year technikon students is influenced by the
followin~ factors:

Vocal ( tone of voice &: audibility) of the speaker

Unfamiliarity with tertiary education style

Boring presentation by the lecturer

Lack of engagement /1 lack of understanding of the topic

Psychological

Socio-culturaI

Incompetence / inproficiency in the language used as a medium of instruction

Posture of listeners (students)

Gestures of both talkers and listeners (lecturers and students)

Lack of mutual understanding / co-operation between lecturers and students

[

[

r
[

In your opinion. what can be done by the Tedu1ikon to prepare its academic staff
in effectively facilitating listening of lecture programmes to students?

Comments / Suggestions:
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GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR ORAL INTERVIEWS WITH LECTURERS

OF FIRST YEAR TECHNIKON STUDENTS:

How do lecturers get students to listen to them while talking or presenting

lectures?

Comment on suggested techniques to get students' full attention:

to the lecturer

• to each other as students in class

Note: Other probing questions will automatically build on the responses given by

the interviewee in the above questions.
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THREE VIDEO TAPES:

• Videotape I:

• Videotape 2

• Videotape 3:

English class - 2002

Teaching Practice class - 2003

English class 2003
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